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We present accurate fits for the remnant properties of generically precessing binary black holes, trained
on large banks of numerical-relativity simulations. We use Gaussian process regression to interpolate the
remnant mass, spin, and recoil velocity in the seven-dimensional parameter space of precessing black-hole
binaries with mass ratios q ≤ 2, and spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. For precessing systems, our errors in
estimating the remnant mass, spin magnitude, and kick magnitude are lower than those of existing fitting
formulae by at least an order of magnitude (improvement is also reported in the extrapolated region at high
mass ratios and spins). In addition, we also model the remnant spin and kick directions. Being trained
directly on precessing simulations, our fits are free from ambiguities regarding the initial frequency at
which precessing quantities are defined. We also construct a model for remnant properties of aligned-spin
systems with mass ratios q ≤ 8, and spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. As a byproduct, we also provide error
estimates for all fitted quantities, which can be consistently incorporated into current and future
gravitational-wave parameter-estimation analyses. Our model(s) are made publicly available through a
fast and easy-to-use PYTHON module called SURFINBH.
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Introduction.—As two black holes (BHs) come together
andmerge, they emit copious gravitational waves (GWs) and
leave behindaBHremnant.The strong-field dynamics of this
process are analytically intractable and must be simulated
using numerical relativity (NR). However, from very far
away, the merger can be viewed as a scattering problem,
depicted in Fig. 1. The complicated dynamics of the near
zone can be overlooked in favor of the gauge-invariant
observables of the in- and out-states: the initial BH masses
and spins, the outgoingGWs, and the final BH remnant. This
final BH is fully characterized by its mass, spin, and recoil
velocity; all additional complexities (“hair”) of the merging
binary are dissipated away in GWs [1–3].
All GW models designed to capture the entire inspiral-
merger-ringdown (IMR) signal fromBHbinary coalescences
need to be calibrated to NR simulations (e.g., Refs. [4–12]).
In particular, the BH ringdown emission is crucially depen-
dent on the properties of the BH remnant—properties
obtained from NR simulations. Accurate modeling of the
merger remnant is therefore vital for construction of accurate
IMR templates.
Besides waveform building, accurate knowledge of the
remnant properties is also instrumental to fulfill one of the
greatest promises of GW astronomy: testing Einstein’s
general relativity (GR) in its strong-field, highly dynamical
regime. Current approaches to test the Kerr hypothesis
attempt to measure the properties of the inspiralling BHs
from the low frequency part of the GW signal, then use NR
fits to predict the corresponding remnant mass and spin;
this final-state prediction is compared to the properties
inferred from the high frequency part of the GW signal
[13,14]. Inaccuracies in remnant models therefore directly
propagate to the final fundamental-physics test.
The importance of building fits for the remnant proper-
ties was realized soon after the NR breakthrough [15–17]
and has been periodically revisited by several groups since
then [18–39]. There are two important shortcomings in all
existing fitting formulae. First, they enforce analytic
Ansätze (with NR-calibrated coefficients) that are physi-
cally motivated, but lack a rigorous mathematical justifi-
cation. Therefore, current fits can be prone to systematic
errors, especially in regions of parameter space where the
intuition used to design the formulae becomes less
FIG. 1. Quasicircular binary BH merger problem viewed as a
scattering process via a “Feynman” diagram. Time flows to the
right. All quantities are well defined in the asymptotically flat
region far from the interaction (merger).
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accurate. Second, current expressions for remnant mass and
spins are calibrated on aligned-spin simulations and there-
fore fail to fully capture the rich physics of precessing
systems (but see, e.g., Ref. [34] where a nongeneric
subspace of precessing configurations is considered). For
example, current LIGO/Virgo parameter-estimation pipe-
lines [40,41] rely on ad hoc corrections to partially account
for precession effects [42]. Aligned fits applied to precess-
ing systems are inevitably ambiguous, as the outcome will
depend on where (in time, separation, or frequency) the
spins are defined and inserted into the fits (e.g., Ref. [43]).
In this Letter we tackle both of these issues for the first
time. We construct surrogate models that fit the remnant
properties from a large sample of generic, precessing,
quasicircular binary BH simulations performed with the
Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC) [44]. Surrogates are trained
directly against the NR simulations, using Gaussian process
regression (GPR) without any phenomenological Ansatz,
and achieve accuracies comparable to those of the NR
simulations themselves. In their regime of validity, the
models presented here are at least an order of magnitude
more accurate than previous fits.
In particular, we present two models: (1) SURFINBH7DQ2:
A fit trained against precessing systems with mass ratios
q ≤ 2 and dimensionless spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8.
(2) SURFINBH3DQ8: An aligned-spin model trained against
systems with mass ratios up to q ≤ 8 and (anti-)aligned spin
magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. Both of these models can be easily
accessed using the publicly available PYTHON module
SURFINBH [45], and are ready to be incorporated into both
waveformconstructionsandGWparameter-estimationstudies.
Fitting procedure.—We construct fits for the BH rem-
nant mass mf, spin vector χ f, and recoil kick vector vf as
functions of the binary mass ratio q and spin vectors χ 1, χ 2.
Our fits for SURFINBH7DQ2 (SURFINBH3DQ8) map a seven-
(three-)dimensional input parameter space to a seven-
(four-)dimensional output parameter space. The fits are
performed in the coorbital frame at t ¼ −100M, with t ¼ 0
at the peak of the total waveform amplitude (cf. Ref. [12]
for details). The coorbital frame is defined such that the z
axis lies along the direction of the orbital angular momen-
tum, the x axis runs from the smaller BH to the larger BH,
and the y axis completes the triad.
All fits are performed using GPR [46]; details are
provided in the Supplemental Material [47]. Notably,
GPR naturally returns estimates of the errors of the fitted
quantities across the parameter space.
The values of spins, masses, and kicks used in the training
process are extracted directly from the NR simulations. We
use the simulations presented inRef. [12] for SURFINBH7DQ2
and those of Ref. [61] for SURFINBH3DQ8. Both spins and
masses are evaluated on apparent horizons [62]; the dimen-
sionful spin S solves an eigenvalue problem for an approxi-
mate Killing vector, and the mass is determined from
the spin and area A following the Christodoulou relation
m2 ¼ m2irr þ S2=ð4m2irrÞ, wherem2irr ¼ A=16π is the irreduc-
ible mass. The masses m1;2 are determined close to the
beginning of the simulation at the “relaxation time” [63],
FIG. 2. Errors in predicting remnant mass, spin, kick magnitude, and kick direction for nonprecessing binary BHs with mass ratios
q ≤ 8, and spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. The direction error is the angle between the predicted vector and a fiducial vector, taken to be
the high-resolution NR case and indicated by a ⋆. The square (triangle) markers indicate median (95th percentile) values. Our model
SURFINBH3DQ8 is referred to as 3dq8. The black histogram shows the NR resolution error while the dashed histograms show errors for
different existing fitting formulae.
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whereas the spins χ 1;2 ≡ S1;2=m21;2 are measured at
t ¼ −100M. The remnant mass mf and spin χ f are deter-
mined long after ringdown, as detailed in Ref. [63]. All
masses are in units of the total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 at
relaxation. The remnant kick velocity is derived from
conservation of momentum, vf ¼ −Prad=mf [64]. The radi-
ated momentum flux Prad is integrated [65] from the GWs
extrapolated to future null infinity [63,66]. Before construct-
ing the fits, χ f and vf are transformed into the coorbital frame
at t ¼ −100M.
Besides the GPR error estimate, we further address the
accuracy of our procedure using “k-fold” cross validations
with k ¼ 20. First, we randomly divide our training data set
into k mutually exclusive sets. For each set, we construct
the fits using the data in the other k − 1 sets and then test
the fits by evaluating them at the data points in the
considered set. We thus obtain “out-of-sample” errors
which conservatively indicate the (in)accuracies of our
fits. We compare these errors against the intrinsic error
present in the NR waveforms, estimated by comparing the
two highest resolutions available. We also compare the
performance of our fits against several existing fitting
formulae for remnant mass, spin, and kick which we
denote as follows: HBMR ([30,35] with nM ¼ nJ ¼ 3),
UIB [37], HL [38], HLZ [33], and CLZM ([21,22,27,
31,32] as summarized in Ref. [36]). To partially account for
spin precession, fits are corrected as described in Ref. [42]
and used in current LIGO/Virgo analyses [40,41]: spins are
evolved from relaxation to the Schwarzschild innermost
stable circular orbit, and final UIB and HL spins are
postprocessed adding the sum of the in-plane spins in
quadrature. We note these fitting formulae were calibrated
against different sets of simulations. Fitting methods,
number of simulations, their quality, and their distribution
in parameter space all contribute to the accuracy of the fits.
Aligned-spin model.—We first present our fit
SURFINBH3DQ8, which is trained against 104 aligned-spin
simulations [61] with q ≤ 8 and −0.8 ≤ χ1z, χ2z ≤ 0.8.
Symmetry implies that the kick lies in the orbital plane
while the final spin is orthogonal to it [67]. We therefore
only fit for four quantities: mf, χfz, vfx, and vfy.
FIG. 3. Errors in predicting the remnant mass, spin magnitude, spin direction, kick magnitude, and kick direction for precessing binary
BHs with mass ratios q ≤ 2, and spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. Our model, SURFINBH7DQ2, is referred to as 7dq2. The black histogram
shows the NR resolution error while the dashed histograms show errors for different existing fitting formulae. In the bottom-right panel
we show the distribution of kick magnitude vs error in kick direction.
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Figure 2 shows the out-of-sample errors of
SURFINBH3DQ8. Our fits are as accurate as the NR
simulations used in the training process. 95th percentile
errors lie at Δmf ∼ 4 × 10−4M, Δχf ∼ 10−4, and
Δvf ∼ 5 × 10−5c. The kick direction is predicted with an
accuracy of ∼0.5 radians, which is the inherent accuracy of
the NR simulations. Our errors for the remnant mass and
kick magnitude are comparable to the most accurate
existing fits. On the other hand, for the final spin, our
procedure outperforms all other formulae by at least a
factor of 5.
Precessing model.—We now present SURFINBH7DQ2, a
remnant model trained on 890 simulations [12] of generic,
fully precessing BH binaries with mass ratios q ≤ 2 and
spin magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8. Out-of-sample errors are
shown in Fig. 3. The 95th percentiles are ∼5 × 10−4M for
mass, ∼2 × 10−3 for spin magnitude, ∼4 × 10−3 radians for
spin direction, ∼4 × 10−4c for kick magnitude, and ∼0.2
radians for kick direction. As in the aligned-spin case
above, our errors are at the same level as the NR resolution
error, thus showing that we are not limited by our fitting
procedure but rather by the quality of the training data set.
Our fits appear to outperform the NR simulations when
estimating the spin direction, which suggests this quantity
has not fully converged in the NR runs, and that the
difference between the two highest resolution simulations
is an overestimate of the NR error in this quantity.
Figure 3 shows that our procedure to predict remnant
mass, spin magnitude, and kick magnitude for precessing
systems is more precise than all existing fits by at least an
order of magnitude. These existing fits presented signifi-
cantly lower errors when applied to aligned binaries
(cf. Fig. 2), which suggests that they fail to fully capture
precession effects despite the augmentation of Ref. [42].
Some impact of precession effects on the final spin and
recoil is expected, since both of these quantities have been
found to depend strongly on the in-plane orientations of the
spins of the merging BHs [43,64,68]. More surprisingly, we
find that spin precession significantly affects the energy
radiated as well, which was expected to depend mostly on
the aligned-spin components via the orbital hang-up effect
[69–71].
The largest errors in the kick direction can be of order ∼1
radian. The bottom-right panel of Fig. 3 shows the joint
distribution of kick magnitude and kick direction error for
both SURFINBH7DQ2 and SURFINBH3DQ8, showing that
errors are larger at low kick magnitudes. Our error in the
kick direction is below ∼0.1 radians whenever vf ≳ 10−3c.
Regime of validity.—The errors in Fig. 3 are obtained by
evaluating fits using input spins specified at t ¼ −100M, i.e.,
where the GPR interpolation is performed. The input spins
can also be specified at earlier times; this case is handled by
two additional layers of time evolution. Given the spins at an
initial orbital frequency f0, we first evolve the spins using a
post-Newtonian (PN) approximant—3.5PN SpinTaylorT4
[72–74]—until the orbital frequency reaches a value of
0.018 rad=M. At this point, we are in the range of validity
of the (more accurate) NRSur7dq2 approximant [12], which
we use to evolve the spins until t ¼ −100M. Thus, spins can
be specified at any given orbital frequency and are evolved
consistently before estimating the finalBHproperties. This is
a crucial improvement over previous results, which, being
calibrated solely to nonprecessing systems, suffer from
ambiguities regarding the separation or frequency at which
spins are defined.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the errors when the spins
are specified at an orbital frequency f0 ¼ 10 Hz. These
errors are computed by comparing against 20 long NR
simulations [63] with mass ratios q ≤ 2 and generically
oriented spins with magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.5. None of these
simulations were used to train the fits. Longer PN evolutions
are needed at lower total masses, and the errors are therefore
larger. These errors will decrease with an improved spin
evolution procedure. Note, however, that our predictions are
still more accurate (and, crucially, unambiguous) than those
of existing fitting formulae (cf. Fig. 3).
Finally, the right panel of Fig. 4 shows the performance
of SURFINBH7DQ2 when extrapolating to more extreme
mass ratios. We compare against 175 (225) NR simulations
[75] with 2 ≤ q ≤ 3 (3 ≤ q ≤ 4), and generically oriented
spins with magnitudes χ1, χ2 ≤ 0.8 specified at
t ¼ −100M. The error distribution broadens, but our fits
still provide a reasonable estimate of the final remnant
properties even far out of the training parameter space.
Detailed results on extrapolation accuracy are provided in
the Supplemental Material [47].
FIG. 4. Left panel: Errors for SURFINBH7DQ2 in predicting
remnant properties when the spins are specified at an orbital
frequency of f0 ¼ 10 Hz, for different total masses. Right panel:
Errors for SURFINBH7DQ2 when extrapolating to higher mass
ratios, with the spins specified at t ¼ −100M. The labels on the
horizontal axis indicate the range of mass ratios being tested.
Note that the distributions in these plots are normalized to have a
fixed height, not fixed area.
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Conclusion.—We have presented two highly accurate
surrogate models for the remnant properties of BH binaries.
SURFINBH7DQ2 (SURFINBH3DQ8) is trained against 890
(104) NR simulations with mass ratios q ≤ 2 (q ≤ 8)
and precessing (aligned) spins with magnitude χ1,
χ2 ≤ 0.8. Both models use GPR to provide fits for the
remnant mass, spin, and kick velocity (both magnitudes
and directions). Our findings are implemented in a public
PYTHON module named SURFINBH (details are provided in
the Supplemental Material [47]).
For aligned spins, errors in SURFINBH3DQ8 are compa-
rable to existing fitting formulae for the final mass and kick
magnitude, while the spin is predicted about 5 times
more accurately. For precessing systems, errors in
SURFINBH7DQ2 for final mass, spin magnitude, and kick
magnitude are lower than all existing models by at least an
order of magnitude. Crucially, our fits are free from
ambiguities regarding the time and frequency at which
precessing quantities are specified. This is a point of major
improvement over previous models, which all fail to fully
capture precession effects.
Is this increased accuracy necessary? For current
events like GW150914, the estimated error in the remnant
properties are Δmf ∼ 0.1M and Δχf ∼ 0.1 [40]. These
measurements are currently dominated by statistical errors,
as the systematics introduced by existing fits used in the
analysis are Δmf ∼ 5 × 10−3M and Δχf ∼ 2 × 10−2 (see
95th percentile values in Fig. 3). Because statistical errors
scale approximately linearly with the detector sensitivity
[76], we estimate that systematic errors in current models for
χf will start dominating over statistical uncertainties at
signal-to-noise ratios which are ∼5 times larger than that
ofGW150914. Thiswill happen sooner rather than later,with
current interferometers expected to reach their design sensi-
tivity in a few years [77], and future instruments already
being scheduled [78] or planned [79,80]. Our fits, being an
order of magnitude more accurate (see Fig. 3), introduce
systematic errors which are expected to be relevant only at
signal to noise ratios ∼50 times larger than that of
GW150914. As shown above, errors are largely dominated
by the underlying NR resolution, not by our fitting pro-
cedure. The inclusion of self-force evolutions alongside NR
in the training data set might also be exploited to improve
extrapolation performance at q ≫ 1; we leave this to
future work.
Moreover, the GPR methods employed here naturally
provide error estimates along with the fitted values (some
results are provided in the Supplemental Material [47]). This
constitutes a further key application of our results: when
performing, e.g., consistency tests of GR [13,14], systematic
uncertainties introduced by remnant fits can be naturally
incorporated into the statistical analysis and marginalized
over (cf. Ref. [81] for a similar application of GPR and
Refs. [82–86] for other applications to GW science).
As GW astrophysics turns into a mature field, increas-
ingly accurate tools such as those presented here will
become crucial to uncover more hidden secrets in this new
field of science.
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